
Early Years: Uranium and Radium 

1896 Becquerel discovers natural 

radioactivity

1911 Marie Curie extracts Radium 

and Polonium.

1929 Radium Dial painters in New 

York sue their employers for their 

cancers and leukemia

1934 Marie Curie dies of leukemia

Radium dials become used 

everywhere

Childhood leukemia, a new disease 

peaking in ages 0-4, begins to 

increase from 1910 



Childhood Leukaemia & radium production



Mid Century: Fission Products
The discovery in 1944 that the 

atoms of the natural isotope 

Uranium-235 would 

spontaneously split, with the 

release of massive amounts of 

energy in the form of gamma 

rays and particles led to the 

development of the atomic and 

hydrogen bombs.

These were used against the 

Japanese at Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki  in 1945.

This event began the systematic 

pollution of the planet with 

entirely novel substances, never 

seen on earth throughout 

evolution. 



Atmospheric 

Weapons

tests killed

babies 



And caused child leukemia



And the present cancer epidemic



Evidence of and magnitude of Error in ICRP 

predictions (see Busby 2013)

1. nuclear child leukemia and coastal effects

Child leukemia excesses are found near nearly all the sites 

that have been examined e.g the reprocessing sites at 

Sellafield , Dounreay UK ,and La Hague (France),  near the 

Atomic Weapons Establishment Aldermaston (UK), the 

Atomic Energy Research Establishment Harwell (UK), near 

Hinkley Point nuclear power station (UK) and recently near 

all the combined nuclear sites in Germany (KiKK study) 

and near all the combined nuclear sites in France , UK and 

Switzerland. They are often associated with coastal and 

estuary contamination from the discharges. 



The painting by a Welsh artist, Steven Jones, and is of two little girls in the sea 

on the Menai. Top right: Plutonium in childrens’ teeth by distance from 

Sellafield (log scale). Bottom: hot particle in  edible mussel, CR39 tracks.



Childhood cancer in Wales by 

distance from Irish Sea (km)



Effects in adults: Breast cancer mortality in wards near 

contaminated mud near Bradwell NPP, Essex, UK



Results of STAD/ Green Audit questionnaire study in Carlingford and 

Greenore, Ireland, 2000;

red dots are cancer cases; blue region is contaminated mud.



2. Thyroid cancer in young people after 

Chernobyl and Fukushima.

There were remarkable increases in thyroid cancer 

after Chernobyl and Fuklushima. In the recent 

case of Fukushima there were 103 confirmed 

cases (25 suspected) in 380,000 screened in 2 

years. Expected number 7.6. The median dose 

was assessed by WHO at 0.67mSv/ maximum 

18mSv. This is an Error of from 780-fold to more 

than 10,000-fold



3. Infant leukemia after Chernobyl

Five different groups reported a statistically significant 

increase in infant leukemia in 5 different countries of 

Europe in those children who were in the womb at the time 

of the Chernobyl Caesium-137 fallout as measured by 

whole body monitoring. Thus the Chernobyl exposure is the 

only explanation for the increase. This occurred and was 

reported from Greece, Germany, Scotland, Wales, Belarus, 

USA and the error this shows in the ICRP model was the 

subject of two peer reviewed papers in 2000 and 2009. 

Using the ICRP model the error is upwards of 1000-fold. 

Dose response was ECRR biphasic.



4. Cancer following Chernobyl in Northern 

Sweden

The study by Martin Tondel 2004 found a 11% increase 
in cancer for every 100 kBq/sq metre of Cs-137 from 
Chernobyl [95].  It is possible to calculate that 100 
kBq/m2 Cs-137 including a further 100kBq/ m2 of Cs-
134 if reduced exponentially due to rain washout to 
rivers and lakes with half life of 6 months would give a 
committed effective dose of about 1 mSv . The ICRP 
model  predicts an Excess Relative Risk of 0.45 per Sv, 
so the ICRP expected excess relative risk, including a 
Dose Rate Reduction Factor of 2 (as used by ICRP) is 
0.0225%. The error in ICRP model defined by Tondel’s 
result is thus 490-fold. 



5. Human sex ratio at birth perturbed by low doses 

of internal fission-products

Studies by Hagen Scherb and Kristina Voigt  show clear 
and highly statistically significant alterations in the human 
sex ratio at birth (the number of boys born to girls) after (a) 
atmospheric bomb testing, (b) Chernobyl and (c) near 
nuclear facilities. Effects are shown to be local, European 
(several countries were studied) and global, supporting 
earlier evidence of increases in infant mortality during the 
period of atmospheric weapons testing . Sex ratio has been 
accepted as a measure of genetic damage with the 
preferential killing of one or other sex depending on the 
type of exposure (mothers or fathers). According to Scherb 
and Voigt, millions of babies were killed in utero by these 
effects . 



6. Cancer and genotoxic effects in Iraq following 

DU exposure

A series of studies of the population of Fallujah Iraq shown 
to have been exposed to Uranium following the 2003-2004 
battles have revealed extremely high rates of congenital 
malformations at birth and cancer and leukemia/lymphoma 
in adults. The studies also draw attention to significant sex 
ratio effects at birth beginning after 2004. These results, 
and the increases in genotoxic effects in the offspring of 
Gulf veterans support and are supported by the other sets 
of observations reviewed above which show that inhaled 
Uranium nanoparticles represent a very serious hazard 
which was not incorporated into the BSS and is entirely 
overlooked by ICRP.



7. Cancer, leukemia/lymphoma and heart disease 

in French Uranium workers

Guseva Canu and co-workers in the French nuclear risk 
establishment IRSN have been studying the health 
effects of Uranium exposure on French nuclear workers 
who are exposed only to Uranium. There are three 
relevant published papers (2008-2012) . These show a 
number of things. First that very low doses of Uranium 
exposure by inhalation cause increased hazards of 
developing lung cancer and lymphoma/leukemia. 
Second they find that the severity of the risk of a 
question of the type of Uranium exposure. In addition, 
the authors show that the exposures cause increased 
risk of heart disease. Error in the ICRP model is 2300-
fold.



8. Secondary Photoelectron Effect

The ability of high atomic number (Z) elements in the body 
to act as antennas for natural background gamma 
radiation was published in 200 and 2008. Briefly, the 
physical absorption of natural background gamma 
radiation by elements is proportional to the fourth power 
of their atomic number Z. This means that nanoparticles 
of insoluble high Z elements (Gold, Platinum, Uranium) 
absorb background radiation thousands of times more 
effectively than living tissue (mainly water) and then 
release this energy into tissue as local photoelectrons. 
This means that the radiation dose near such particles is 
extremely high. The experimental measurements with 
gold foil and gold nanoparticles   and other computer 
analyses which examine the dose close to the particles 
show quite clearly that the effects are those of high 
enhancement of dose largely predicted by theory. 



Secondary Photoelectron Effect:  Water, Gold, Uranium;

Elsaessar, Busby, Howard, 2010. 



9. Chernobyl 
The effects of the Chernobyl accident exposures have 
been reported in the Russian language peer review 
literature since 1996. Busby and Yablokov 2006 Yablokov 
et al 2010 and Busby et al 2011, but have been ignored by 
ICRP. They constitute a very large body of peer reviewed 
work which show that the effects of the Chernobyl accident 
exposures are massive and extremely serious. They range 
from cancer and leukemia to heart disease in children 
together with a range of illnesses which can be best 
described by the term premature ageing . They include 
congenital transgenerational diseases and are reported in 
animals and plants which cannot be affected by the kind of 
psychological processes (radiophobia) which have been 
employed by the radiation risk establishment to account for 
the early reports coming out of the affected territories. 
ICRP predicts no effects at all except in highly exposed 
liquidators. 



The 2010 recommendations of the 

European Committee on Radiation Risk

The Risk Model of the 

ECRR deals with this 

problem of internal 

exposures by a system of 

isotope-specific weighting 

factors. It gives the 

correct effects of such 

exposures and can be 

downloaded free from:

www.euradcom.org



ECRR calculations

The ECRR has calculated that the releases 

of fission products to the biosphere from 

atmospherics tests and the nuclear energy 

cycle from 1952 to 1992 have resulted in 

52,000,000 cancer deaths, 857,000 infant 

deaths and 1,660,000 foetal deaths and 

stillbirths world wide



In 1994 UN Resolution 45/94: 

“Recognises that all individuals are entitled 

to live in an environment adequate for the 

health and well-being and calls upon 

member states and intergovernmental and 

non-governmental organizations to 

enhance their efforts towards a better and 

healthier environment.” 



Thank you for  your kind invitation and your attention


